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AMENDMENTS TO LB 816

Introduced by Transportation and Telecommunications.

1. Strike original section 34 and insert the following1

new section:2

Sec. 34. Line-make means a collection of models, series,3

or groups of motor vehicles manufactured by or for a particular4

manufacturer, distributor, or importer that are offered for sale,5

lease, or distribution pursuant to a common brand name or mark,6

except that:7

(1) Multiple brand names or marks may constitute a8

single line-make, but only when included in a common dealer9

agreement and the manufacturer, distributor, or importer offers10

such vehicles bearing the multiple names or marks together only,11

and not separately, to its authorized dealers; and12

(2) Motor vehicles bearing a common brand name or13

mark may constitute separate line-makes when pertaining to motor14

vehicles subject to separate dealer agreements or when such15

vehicles are intended for different types of use.16

2. On page 60, lines 6 through 10, strike the new matter.17

3. On page 86, line 24, after the period insert "This18

section shall not apply to a termination or noncontinuation of a19

franchise that is implemented as a result of the sale of the assets20

or stock of the franchisee.".21

4. On page 88, after line 25 insert the following new22

subdivision:23
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"(d) This subsection does not apply to the termination of1

a line-make by a franchisor of recreational vehicles.".2

5. On page 92, line 14, after "facilities" insert ",3

except that this subdivision does not prohibit a manufacturer from4

requiring exclusive sales facilities that are in compliance with5

reasonable requirements for the facilities".6

6. On page 96, line 2, strike "actual"; in lines 8 and7

9 strike "had actual knowledge" and insert "knew"; and in line 198

strike the first occurrence of "in this state".9

7. On page 100, line 2, after the period insert "If a10

claim is rejected for a clerical error, the dealer may resubmit a11

corrected claim in a timely manner.".12
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